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ABSTRACT

Co-design approach gives us new possibilities to redefine
libraries. Involvement of the community and users is an important
avenue in creating an up-to-date library services that will be
adaptable and flexible enough to meet the future. A welldesigned and user-friendly library can reflect a community’s character back to itself, crystallizing who it is, in all its multiplicity, and
what it stands for. Working together with the citizens around
common goals is an important step in creating safer, healthier,
happier and more inclusive communities and cities.
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Helsinki City Library has utilized customer-oriented methods
for a long time already. However, in recent years, there has been
a shift in thinking. Customer orientation used to mean examining
citizens in panels and as targets of design, but nowadays library
users themselves participate in planning and decision-making.
The aim is to carry out true involvement processes, i.e., processes
that have a direct impact on the services and organization. Codesign in library context means a process of collaborative knowledge sharing and solution creation, driven by a belief that everybody is creative and can contribute to planning when provided
with knowledge and tools.

Introduction
For millennia, libraries have acquired resources, organized them, preserved
them, and made them accessible (or not) to customers. The forms of the
resources have changed—from codex’s to 3D printers-–and the libraries have
been continuously reinventing themselves. At every stage, the contexts in
which libraries function have shifted, also affecting the way libraries interact
with the customers.
As a result of the transformation from information society to knowledge
society it has become increasingly necessary to rethink the framework of
libraries. Recently libraries have been called as “community centers,” “public
squares,” or “think tanks.” They may sound like modern metaphors, but
actually these expressions have deep histories. The ancient Library of
Alexandria was a prototypical think tank, and the early Carnegie buildings
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of the 1880s were community centers with swimming pools and public baths,
bowling alleys, and billiard rooms (Lerner 1998).
Helsinki City Library forms a part of the organization of City of Helsinki.
All its services aim to increase the well-being of the citizens and improve
their lives. But what creates well-being nowadays, in an increasingly complex
world with vague navigation points? Sociologist Eric Klinenberg says that we
need to think about the social infrastructures in a city as much as we do
about the hard infrastructure of power lines and transit systems. We need to
think about whether neighborhoods have open, accessible public places–-like
libraries (Klinenberg 2012).
My opinion is that in this age of smartphones, firewalls, digital user rights,
and real time data; of mega-bookstores and independent bookshops and
Amazon; of Google Books and Google Search; of the incredible rise of living
alone; of economic disparity and the continuing privatization of public space
and services; of democratized media production and vibrant DIY and activist
cultures; and of media literacy as a core competence to cope with everyday
tasks—libraries could play a critical role as mediators, enablers, and
connectors.
But how to succeed in this role? How can library foster conditions that
promote connection between people, stories, skills, and knowledge? How
libraries can facilitate meaningful encounters? How libraries can have a
strong impact on their community? To achieve this, libraries need to reinterpret how they interact with the surrounding community and customers
(Simon 2010). In learning this new orientation, service design and co-design
methods offer great possibilities. Involvement of the community and users is
an important avenue in creating an up-to-date library services that will be
adaptable and flexible enough to meet the future. A well-designed and userfriendly library can reflect a community’s character back to itself, crystallizing who it is, in all its multiplicity, and what it stands for.

The new library act in finland: How to move beyond the “Third
Place”?
Library services are the most used cultural services in Finland; 50% of all
citizens use the library at least once a month, and 20% use it weekly. Finland
is one of the few countries in the world that has its own Library Act, the law
that defines tasks and official guidelines to public library`s work. At the
moment, we are eagerly waiting for the New Library Act 2017 to be effective,
the government submitted a proposal to the Parliament on November 10,
2016. The proposed act places greater emphasis on the societal role of
libraries than before. In future, libraries would also contribute to the promotion of active citizenship, democracy, and freedom of expression.
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Originally built to educate citizens, libraries in Helsinki now act as multimedia-equipped public living rooms offering innovative services for citizens
that still have the books and literature in their heart. You can use 3D-printer
in makerspace, borrow a sewing machine, digitize your LPs and cassettes,
make video-CV in studio, or bring your own event to the library’s stage
(Hyysalo et al. 2014). At the same time many of my colleagues are wondering
how far we can stretch the concept of the public library. Reading room, social
service center, innovation lab, makerspace, children’s afternoon club? What
services and functions, which values and social responsibilities do we want to
support with library’s functions and limited resources, its walls, doors, staff?
These are questions that we can understand better and solve by means of user
participation. By giving the citizens the possibility to voice their wishes and
empowering them to contribute, we can better meet the communities’ needs.
We gain deeper customer insight, are better prepared for the future, and can
minimize risks by for example understanding which service investments are
crucial to improve the overall customer experience (Kuusisto 2015;
Langergaard 2011). Co-design approach gives us new possibilities to develop
libraries as places of a community’s collective life. Working together with the
citizens around common goals is an important step in creating safer, healthier, happier, and more inclusive communities (Project for Public Spaces
2012).
All in all, libraries in Helsinki are in transformation. They’re becoming
community hubs and third places (Oldenburg 1991) which are important for
civil society, democracy, civic engagement, and establishing feelings of a
sense of place. The New Central Library which will open its doors in the
heart of Helsinki on December 6, 2018 (Finland’s 101st Independence Day) is
already dubbed as the new cradle of citizen engagement (Figure 1). Libraries
in Helsinki are seen as centers for culture which make a variety of media
come alive across genres and formats, and enrich it by bringing people
together to share their stories, skills, and knowledge. Anyone can express
themselves, try their hand at and learn new things, meet, and share experiences with their peers. The central library is hoped to release the library space
for diverse communal use, inviting the customers to use the library as a
platform, i.e., a set of resources (services, data, tools, studios, working areas,
and other spaces) that enables them to independently create and experiment
(Figure 2). In the future, libraries are becoming “little city halls” which
continually work with public involvement and where residents can find
information on the possibilities to influence the city and be involved in its
decision making.
To achieve this new role as a “third place,” and move beyond it, libraries
need to immerse themselves in the participatory change, making choices that
will augment, without overturning, the library’s functions and services.
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Figure 1. ALA Architects, who is also based in Helsinki, plans to use local materials such as
Siberian larch to construct the Helsinki Central Library and it is scheduled to open in 2018.
Photo credit: ALA Architects

Figure 2. A well-designed and user-friendly library can reflect community’s character back to
itself, crystallizing who it is, in all its multiplicity, and what it stands for.
Photo credit: ALA Architects

Service design approach and co-creative methods can serve as a thoughtful
road map for speeding this transformation (Simon 2010).

Co-design means organizational and cultural change

Helsinki City Library has utilized customer oriented methods for a long time
already, longer than other city departments. However, in recent years there has
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been a shift in thinking. Customer orientation used to mean examining citizens
in panels and as targets of design, but nowadays library users themselves
participate in planning and decision-making. The aim has been to carry out
true involvement processes, i.e., involvement processes that have a direct impact
on the services, functions, and organization. (Design Stories from Helsinki 2013,
http://www.muotoilutarinat.fi/en/project/new-central-library/)
Co-design in library context means a process of collaborative knowledge
sharing and solution creation, driven by a belief that, as has been found in
other domains, everybody is creative and can contribute to design when provided with proper knowledge, tools, and settings (Hyysalo, Elgaard Jenssen, &
Oudshoorn 2016; Törpel et al. 2009). The participatory approach in Helsinki
City Library context aims first to better customer experience, second to
empower citizens and strengthen their possibilities to influence, and third to
develop libraries as open third places and meaningful social infrastructures in
the city. The practice of co-design allows citizens to become an active part of the
improvement of services by interacting directly with development teams, the
staff, the facilitators, and the management. Co-design provides a set of methods
that can be used in all stages of the development processes, but especially in the
ideation or concepting phases. Partnering with users ensures their inclusion in
knowledge development, idea generation, and concept development on services
and solutions whose ultimate goal is to best serve these same users. Co-design is
a mean to bring citizens’ everyday experiences, know-how, and ideas into the
decision-making processes. It is grounded in the belief that users, as experts of
their own experiences, bring forth different points of view that inform planning
and service development (Hyysalo, Elgaard Jenssen, & Oudshoorn 2016; Törpel
et al. 2009).
Co-design helps to build trust among various actors, networks and partners by bringing them face-to-face around the same table. Participatory
approach also facilitates creative collaboration among different partners, for
example units and departments, that influence the service development or
decision-making process but had not necessarily encountered each other in
everyday work. By giving networks, communities, and partners a chance to
influence on the development, strong relationships are being built with
relevant future partners. With the help of the co-design and involvement of
different partners, customers, communities it’s also a whole lot easier to
challenge certain safe formulas and constraints (Hakio, Mattelmäki, and
Jyrämä 2015).
Applying design methods involves several phases: once the problem has
been identified, you can move on to observation, ideation, planning, and
prototyping before you can start executing. Our aim in Helsinki City Library
has been to raise design awareness and know-how of co-design techniques
and methods by educating our staff members. They’ve worked in several
workshops as facilitators, they’ve helped out in planning of projects, and
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participated in different kind of training events where we have shared
experiences, lessons learned, and best practices. It has also been important
to demonstrate the wide range of ways that co-design can benefit the library,
and to apply and try out methods and tools in practice together. It’s often
assumed that when we deliver a set of tools, staff members will be able to
apply them in meaningful way, but in library services the application of tools
or methods is not enough without implementing and integrating them in
ongoing experiments, projects, and daily routines. We have also noticed that
it’s usually more difficult to implement the results in everyday work if codesign projects are led by external agencies.
Like most of the public sector organizations we have faced huge challenges
in embedding the service design methods and practices sustainably, providing lasting benefits. Stuart G. Bailey (Bailey 2012) has addressed the complexity of applying design approaches in a public organization. He calls an
organization’s capacity to absorb design thinking and methods into their
practices as design readiness: “Design readiness can be a measure of awareness and the potential to embed design, but design readiness also needs to
become design practice and develop cumulatively within the organization if it
is to change the working behavior in a sustainable manner.”
Developing design processes and practices within an organization requires a
degree of innovation in the way it organizes itself and goes about its daily business.
For example, in the library sector we should be able to shift the focus from the
systems, internal processes, and collections to take in the experience of the
customer. We have noticed that for quite large organizations like Helsinki City
Library change and new practices takes time, and this can sometimes lead to
frustration. The service design team needs to be able to deliver input in the long
term strategies while also deliver value through short-term projects. The long and
short-term outcomes requires balancing; change won’t happen overnight (Bailey
2012). The resistance within staff to adopt change in working practices also
requires skillful managing, overcome initial lack of competence in co-operating
with networks and crowds, fear of novelty, and avoidance of risk-taking. The
organizational culture can hinder people from experimenting and seeking innovative solutions by being unfamiliar with approaches that rely on iterative development and trial based learning, that necessarily involve also dead-ends and initial
failures. This is problematic since they are core factors in co-design activities
(Bason 2010; Junginger 2009; Kurronen 2015).
Training is valuable, but if the staff is not encouraged to continue applying
these newly acquired skills and tools, or rewarded for doing so, it’s easy to fall
back to previous routines and working habits. Also library managers are very
pressurized under dealing with day-to-day delivery of services and they often
have little space to think about doing things differently. It is important, therefore, that managers are provided with enough time and space to develop an
awareness and understanding of the use of co-design and user-centred
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approach in order to support their staff and the organizational change. Support
has to come from all levels of management if a change in culture is to be
achieved and sustained (Bason 2010; Junginger 2009; Kurronen 2015).

Case examples: Dream on!-campaign, central library friends, and
participatory budgeting
Dream on!-–campaign–-open idea harvesting

Participatory planning activities for Helsinki Central Library started with
open collection of “library dreams” from citizens (Figure 3). To raise awareness of the central library project and the idea collection, the activity started
with a poster campaign in public advertising spaces and libraries. The posters
comprised of expressions of library dreams by known Finnish cultural figures
and an invitation to leave one’s own either in any library or in the digital
“tree of dreams” in the central library website with slogan “future library
sprouts from your dreams.” Citizens responded with posting 2,300 library
dreams during the years 2012–2013.
The outdoors campaign and Web participation paired marketing outreach
well with initiation of participatory planning. It was a new kind of opening to
invite citizens to influence planning by spelling their dreams and ideas, and
making all dreams openly visible to all through the digital platform. This

Figure 3. Participatory planning activities for Helsinki City Library started with open collection of
“Library dreams”. Citizens responded with posting 2300 library dreams putting citizens’ needs at
the center of the planning.
Photo credit: Virve Miettinen
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“tree of dreams” was found visually appealing and found to create an easy
channel for citizens to participate.
The “dream campaign” was complemented by Library Service’s participation
in a series of urban events that were held during the world design capital year in
Helsinki 2012. The library planners and librarians held a central library pop-up
spot in conjunction to numerous events, including local street art festivals,
World Design Capital Pavillion event series, yearn bombing, and maker faire
events all connected to the contents of the future library. Central library went as
far as to participate in a pop-up tent-sauna set up near the eventual building
site–-as sauna, the warm heart of Finnishness, in the heart of the city was long an
option for the central library. In all these events, library dreams were collected
from interested participants. The filled-in library dream cards and campaign
posters were also visible in the over thirty branch libraries.
The physical encounters with people created personal and deeper contact
to people, with a possibility of two-way interactions and gaining knowledge
of peoples’ backgrounds and contexts of their dreams, which the Web
participation did not provide. In the words of a librarian, these interactions
resulted in “higher quality dreams” as the relevant context and background
could be written in the cards together with the citizen in question. The events
also created contacts for library planners to new groups of people that did
not visit the existing libraries such as urban activists, nerds, youth, open data
enthusiasts, designers, hipsters. They also led to interactions with opinion
leaders and prominents such as local and national politicians and celebs.
To be able to utilize the materials the participation planner enticed eight
close colleagues from library staff to participate in “dream job,” a two-day
sprint in qualitative sorting and content description of data mass of 2,300
library dreams. The team identified recurring themes in the data and sorting
ideas to them and created a description of each content cluster in three parts:
general description, quantified summary, individual good illustrating ideas
resulting in eight main themes. The themes and ideas within them offered a
backbone for developing a series of pilot projects for branch libraries in 2014
and feeding further into participatory budgeting along the main library
planning. The theme formation was merely the first cut through the wealth
of data-set and the full utilization of dream campaign contents would require
additional means.
Participatory budgeting

Participatory budgeting landed in Finland as a joint co-operation project
between Helsinki City Library, Avanto Insight Oy, and Emobit Oy, and the
funding came from The Finnish Innovation Fund Sitra. Project planning
started in March 2012 by comparing and benchmarking international participatory budgeting projects, learning from partners and finding the most
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suitable methods and tools. The library offered Helsinki citizens the opportunity to collectively decide how €100,000 of its annual development money
should be spent. The project team created eight pilot projects based on
Central Library dreams, collected from city residents during the previous
year. All pilot projects aimed to develop the Central Library contents and
services, and all of them had been pre-budgeted. The residents were also
given the opportunity to suggest their own projects, or modify and develop
further the eight “ready-made pilot projects.” In the last phase, they voted
which ones of pilots should be realized. Citizens could participate either on
the Web or in one of three workshops.
Partners created together a simple method and frame, and with the help of
it, citizens could easily take part in the process. The frame included method for
decision making and toolkit for workshops, and visualization of the budget to
help the citizens interpret the data. After the Web participation and three
different workshops, the results were analyzed and announced to the public.
Library promised to start four chosen pilot projects during year 2013.
The four pilot projects chosen to be implemented were Urban Workshop
makerspace concept, Storybook Birthday Parties for families and children,
Space for relaxation and concentration, and Lost and Found literature event
series which make for a total budget of €108,000. To stay within the framework of €100,000, the participants decided that Space for relaxation will be
implemented in a lighter and more inexpensive way.
The participatory budgeting project was the first large scope Finnish pilot
ever made, and it gained a lot of positive media attention. It moved beyond
mere public consultation, as citizens actually decided on the
budget allocation and the concrete decision making power was distributed
to the public, which was hailed as positive by the participants, library staff
and media alike. The Participatory Budgeting also gave an opportunity to
refine, further develop, and concretize into accessible form the Dream data
collected from the citizens into eight pilot project concepts. The pilot projects
were a concrete promise from the library to realize some of the dreams as
experiments quickly in one year schedule, and also learn from the experiments so that the concepts could be developed further.
The atmosphere in the workshops was not all fun and games. At times,
ardent discussions were needed to bring about consensus. The participants
were clearly some of the most competent and eager library developers the
city has to offer with varying backgrounds from a Herttoniemi housewife to a
computer coder, from a city activist to a literature enthusiast. Anticipatory
suspense and, on the other hand, the excitement of making a difference
clearly showed that the participants found it refreshingly different to be the
ones deciding on the budget.
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Developer community: Central library’s friends

In autumn 2014, a developer community called the Central Library’s Friends
was founded (Figure 4). Participants were sought with active marketing, for
example Web campaign in the biggest newspaper in Helsinki was launched
and several facebook-campaigns run. Application form on the project’s
website consisted of six questions, and it was designed to test participants’
commitment to the project and find out some key background information
about their personal skills and how they see the future of the library.
Applications came from different parts of Helsinki and citizens with varying
backgrounds wanted to join the group. All together, 28 members were
chosen with premeditated criteria. The group represented the vast customer
base that the library has, participants came from various residential areas,
they had different ethnic backgrounds, many-sided interests, skills, and
competencies, and their age ranged from 22 to 69.
The participatory communal project offered the citizens an opportunity to
help design and develop the future library functions, services, and contents
from their own perspective. The planning of the central library had just
moved into a detailed planning phase of the concept-–operation, services,
and contents–-and this was a great opportunity to have citizens join the
professionals in solving the challenges. Co-design in this project aimed to be
a process of collaborative knowledge sharing and solution creation, and the
aims and objectives for the project were as follows: a) test many different

Figure 4. In autumn 2014, a developer community called Central Library’s Friends was founded.
The participatory communal Project offered the citizens an opportunity to help design and
develop the future library’s functions, services and contents from their perspective.
Photo credit: Satu Haavisto/ Helsinki City Library
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hypotheses about service solutions and concepts; b) seek customer insight
about what works well in current services, what are the most burning
development needs, and how they should be solved; c) find completely new
ideas and insights, or complementary ideas to “work-in-progress experiments”; d) follow where the customer market is going and how to create a
better customer experience by pushing its boundaries; and e) identify interested users with special competencies from the group and develop certain
services and functions further with them.
The Friends worked around the following four different themes: 1) The
Central Library–-a space for experimenting and learning, 21st century civic
skills; 2) The Central Library-–a shared library for communities; 3) Books,
games, films, music–-how stories move us; and 4) The Central Library–-for
all sorts of Helsinki residents, and services for immigrants and tourists. The
Friends met regularly and created solutions for the given challenges in
workshops during three months period. The workshop methods, means,
and channels of participation were carefully planned, but at the same time
the project team tried to be attentive in listening to the participants’ needs,
and be ready to make changes to the agenda, reacting to the feedback and
citizens’ opinions. The project culminated in the presentation of the results to
Deputy Mayor Ritva Viljanen, other project managers, and the architects in
February 2015. The Friends produced several service concepts and solutions
to questions posed by library planners, a range of answers and opinions to
questions posed by the architects, provided knowledge about customer needs,
and charted which service offerings are important and should be prioritized.
You can find the results at http://keskustakirjasto.fi/yhdessa/kaverit/tulokset/
Conclusions: Managing the present or exploring the fuTURE?
In recent decades, the library has collected customer insight by different kind
of opinion surveys, questionnaires, polls, and focus groups. While these
traditional consultation and research tools tend to capture what people say
they want to do, service design and co-design methods help uncover what
would actually benefit people by understanding the world from their perspective. For instance 30% of visitors entering the library say they always
borrow literature classics but a digital peek into their baskets show that only
5% of them actually did. We need to dig under the superficial information
and introduce another way of experimenting, creating, and knowing.
One can roughly distinguish between two purposes of involvement: involving citizens as informants, helping to understand what the present (or past)
situation is, and involving citizens as co-creators of a new future. Both
approaches are useful, and can lead to good results, but you should strive
for deep co-operation and real empowerment of the citizens if possible.
Rather than define challenges for citizens, we need to examine the challenges
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with them. Rather than ask citizens which ideas they like, we need to explore
which ideas will work. Meaningful co-creation and co-design is not just
about listening opinions and gathering ideas; it’s about creating honestly
open-ended processes which help us making better decisions together on
things that matter to us all.
Those who don’t have the ability to access the internet or the skills to use
Web services have much to teach us how libraries could promote digital
literacy. Those who are seeking for jobs are able to tell us how libraries can
support them in helping them to get back to working life. The deep understanding of the experience from the standpoint of those who live it is
essential to meet citizens’ needs and create better services.
But isn’t citizen involvement too expensive? And doesn’t it take too long?
A common baseline to think of this, on the one hand, is that if you think
knowing your customers is expensive, how expensive do you think it is not to
know them?
It’s clear that we still have a long way to go before we can honestly claim
that we are putting citizen’s needs and their reality at the center of our
efforts. It seems that we might be pretty good at improving how to do things
right (creating smooth-running processes) but not necessarily at how to do
the right thing (addressing the actual need of the citizens). Like in many
other public organizations, we don’t have formal processes for co-design,
innovation, or open development. Managers focus on budgeting, operations,
and tasks, and employees are highly skilled librarians, information specialists,
teachers, or pedagogues-–but not so many of the staff members have trained
skills in fostering creativity, innovation, or design. On rough estimation, we
are spending 85% of our energies on managing the present and perhaps 15%
of our efforts on systematically exploring the future of our services.
Successful development work and co-design needs open collaborative processes, iteration, active user involvement, visualization, prototyping, testing,
and experimentation. Helsinki City Library is on its way to put in place the
processes of co-design and build the capacity among its staff to enable such
processes to take place.
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